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Abstract: Initial-value problems for ordinary and partial Volterra integro-differential equations with infinite (and 
finite) delay arise in the mathematical modelling of various physical and biological phenomena. In this paper we give a 
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1. Introduction 
The origins of theory and application of integro-differential equations can be traced back to 
the work of Volterra (in his first paper on the subject [37] he also introduced the name for these 
functional equations). While his first investigations dealt with certain partial integro-differential 
equations arising in the theory of elasticity and hysteresis, his later work (see, e.g., [38-411) was 
concerned with integro-differential equations of the types 
y”‘(I) =f(t, y(t),..., y(‘-l) (t)) + $r k(t, S, y(s) ,..., y”‘-“(s)) ds, t>, 0, 
--oo 
(1.1) 
y(t)=+(t) on(-co,O] forsomegivenfunction+EC’-‘(-cc,O], 
with r E { 1,2}; and 
y’(t) =f(t, y(t)) + Jr k(t> s> y(t), Y(S)) ds, t 2 0, (1.2) 
--oo 
y(l)=+(t) for -cc <t<O. 
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As will be seen in more detail later, such Volterra integro-differential equations (VIDEs) occur 
typically in the mathematical modelling of hereditary phenomena, for example in mechanics 
(materials with fading memory) or population dynamics. The VIDEs (1.1) and (1.2) differ from 
“standard” VIDEs like 
Ycr’(t) =f(t, y(t),..., y(‘-l) <t>) + J,lk(& s, Y(s),..., Y”-“(s)) ds, (1.3) 
with initial condition Y(0) = Y,, in that (1.1) and (1.2) contain an infinite (or unbounded) delay; 
in addition, the kernel function k in (1.2) depends not only on Y(s) but also on the present state 
y(t). 
During the last three decades the study of the quantitative and qualitative theory of VIDEs 
with (bounded or unbounded) delays has been an increasingly active field of research. The survey 
paper [13] gives a detailed account of these developments; in addition, consult 
[11,16,21,23,26,27,29,32,33] and their bibliographies. 
The first numerical methods for VIDEs date from about 1960. At least initially attention was 
focused on VIDEs of standard form (1.3) with r = 1 (with an early paper by Pouzet representing 
an important exception; cf. [7]). Surveys of such methods can be found in [1,7,10,14, pp.62-72; 
181; compare also [8]. In the early 1970s one-step methods and linear multistep methods for 
ordinary differential equations were generalized to functional differential equations of the form 
y’(t) =fk Y,), t 2 0, with y(t)=+(t) for tE [-T, 01, (1.4 
(here, the function y, is defined by y,(s) := y( t + s), -7 4 s G 0); major contributions are 
[15,25,31,34,35]. Later papers that are relevant in the context of this paper are [2-4,20,28]. A 
comprehensive survey of numerical methods for various classes of functional differential equa- 
tions was recently given by Bellen [5]; his paper contains also an extensive bibliography. 
The functional differential equation (1.4) includes as particular cases ordinary differential 
equations (7 = 0), VIDEs (1.3) with r = 1, and VIDEs with bounded delay, e.g., 
y’(t) = /O k( t, s, y(t+s)) ds, t>,O, (1.5) 
-7 
with Y(t) = G(t) on [-r, 01. In contrast to ordinary differential equations and VIDEs of the 
form (1.3), the numerical solution of functional differential equations is usually complicated by 
the fact that jump discontinuities occur in various derivatives of the exact solution (with the 
location of the jumps unknown in general). 
VIDEs with infinite delay have received little attention from numerical analysts. The first 
paper seems to be [30]: it analyzes the discretization of a specific VIDE of the form (1.2) (arising 
in polymer rheology) by an extension of the implicit Euler method. Implicit Euler-type discreti- 
zations were also used in [29] for a closely related VIDE. In [9] spline collocation methods were 
applied to another particular case of (1.2) occurring in population dynamics. We also mention 
the paper [24] in which the approach introduced in [2,3] (Galerkin-type approximation involving 
linear spline functions) is extended to general functional differential (and Volterra integral) 
equations with infinite delay. 
In the following sections of this paper we discuss the numerical solution of VIDEs with 
infinite delay by spline collocation and related implicit Runge-Kutta-type methods. Section 2 is 
concerned with nonlinear VIDEs of the form (l.l), while Section 3 focuses on the application of 
such methods to nonstandard VIDEs (1.2). In each section we present a number of applications 
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of such VIDEs which furnished the motivation for this work. In addition, we shall comment on 
some other classes of numerical methods and touch upon certain open problems. 
2. VIDEs of order Y with infinite delay 
In order to generate numerical approximations to the solution y of (1.1) we rewrite (1.1) in the 
form of an initial-value problem, 
+ 
s 
‘k(t, s, y(s) ,..., y”-“(s)) ds, 120, (2.1) 
0 
y’“‘(O)=p(O), k=O )...) r-l, 
where the delay term, 
(D+)(r):=/’ k(t, S, +(s),...,q+‘-r’(s)) ds, 
p@z 
(2.2) 
does not depend on y. Although (1.1) has been reduced to a standard VIDE of the form (1.3), it 
will be seen that the discretization of the “delay term” (D$)( t) will often complicate the actual 
implementation of the underlying method. 
Approximations to the solution of (2.1) (on some given compact interval I:= [0, T]) will be 
sought in the spline space 
SAT,(II,):= {uECd(l):u=u,E7rm+, on [tn, t,+,],OgngN-1}, 
where d:=r-120, m>,l; II,:O=t,<t,< ... <t, = T is a (uniform) partition of I, and 
denotes the set of real polynomials of degree not exceeding m + d. In this approximating 
gnge-dimensional) space we solve the initial-value problem 
u(‘)(t) =f(t, u(t),...,zJ-r’(t)) + (o+)(t) 
+ fk t, s, U(S),.. ., L&-~)(S)) ds, 
J ( 
tE X(N)c I, (2.3) 
0 
with 
U(~)(O)=+(~)(O), k=O,...,r-1; 
the set X(N) (collocation points) is given by X(N) := Ur:dX,, with 
X, := { t = t,,; := t,+c,h:O~c, < -** <c,,<l} c [tn, t,+J. (2.4) 
The {c, } are given real numbers (collocation parameters). The restriction of the approxima- 
tion u E Sh!+!,( II,) and its derivatives to a subinterval [t,, t,+ 1] can be expressed as 
Uy)( t,, + Vh) = fJ lLj( v)y~,,, with Y,,j:= U~‘( t,,j)t 
j=l 
and 
dpk (hv)’ 
qyt, + vh) = c (k+p)+ h’-k 2 a,,j(u)Y,,j, -Yrl 
p=o P! j=l 
(2.5a) 
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k=r-1 , . . . ,O. Here we have set Y,$“’ := u;)( t,) ( = uz’?,( t,)), and 
(2.5b) 
(the iterated integrals of the Lagrange fundamental polynomials L, with respect to the colloca- 
tion parameters ( c, }); recall that d = Y - 1. 
It is easy to show that, under the usual smoothness assumptions on f, k and C$ in (1.1) and if 
the integrals (2.2) are finite for all t E I, (2.3) defines a unique collocation approximation u 
whenever h := TN-’ is sufficiently small and that this approximation satisfies 
IIY ‘k’-~(k)llm=O(hm), k=O ,..., r, (2.6) 
as h + 0 (compare also [S]). 
Before turning to questions on the discrete (local) convergence order of u and its derivatives at 
the mesh points 2, := { t, : n = 1,. . . , N} and the practical implementation of the collocation 
method (2.3), (2.5a), we consider a simple illustration. 
Let the approximating spline space be Sl+d (d) (IIT,) (i.e., m = l), and assume that S and k in 
(1.1) do not depend on derivatives of Y. Since each of the sets X, defined in (2.4) consists of a 
single point, t,,, = t, + qh, with 0 < ci < 1, we obtain, rewriting (2.3) in recursive form, 
r,,, =f(t,.,, u,.,)=(&)(t,,,> + h J “k(t,,i> t, + uh> U,(t,, + uh)) du 0 
t,+uh, u,(t;+uh)) du, n=O ,..., N-l. (2.7) 
Here we have set U,,, := u,(t,,l); it follows from (2Sa) that 
In order to obtain a computational form of (2.7) it will in general be necessary to replace the 
integrals by appropriate quadrature approximations. Assume that these approximations are given 
by interpolatory, one-point quadrature formulas based on the collocation parameter ci, and let 
(D+)(t) be an approximation to the delay term (D+)(t) introduced in (2.2). Thus, the discrete 
collocation equation (2.7) becomes (retaining the notation u for the resulting approximation, 
even though, while in the same spline space, it will differ from the approximation given by (2.7)) 
K,, =f(tn,i> X.1) + (&)(t,,,) + hc, k(tn,i> t, + c:k u,&, + c:h)) 
n-l 
+h c k(t,,,i, tr,i, ri,,), n=O,..., N- 1. (2.8) 
r=O 
For Y = 2 (second-order VIDE) this equation assumes the form (cf. (2.5a) with d = r - 1) 
Y,,, =f(t, + cih, Y, + hciY,? + +(hc,)2Y,,,i) + (&)(t, + c,h) 
+ hc, k( t, + c,h, t, + cfh, y,, + cfhy,“’ + :( hc:)‘Yn,,) 
+F,(t,+qh), n=O ,..., N- 1, (2.9a) 
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with 
n-1 
F,(t) := h c k( t, ti + c,h, yi + clhyjl) + ;(hc,)2Y,,). 
i=O 
The approximations to Y and Y’ at the mesh point t = t,+ 1 are then given by 
Y,,+i =Y, + by,(l) + ih2Y,,, and Y,‘yi =Y,“’ + hY,,,. 
For the delay term it is suggestive to employ the approximation 
(2.9b) 
(a+)(t) =h s k( t, t,+c,h, +(ti+clh)) with ti:=ih. (2.10) 
i= -_oo 
An alternate choice (which is often advantageous; cf. below) is the trapezoidal rule: 
(b+)(t)=h Sk(t,O> +(O)) + 2 k(t, ti> +(ti>) . 
i I 
(2.11) 
ic-00 
Observe that for k(t, s, y) = 0, (2.9a) and (2.9b) represent a one-stage, implicit 
Runge-Kutta-Nystrb’m method for the special initial-value problem 
Y’2’(t) =f(t, y(t)), Y(O) = W, Y”‘(O) = m). 
It is well known that the order p of this method, i.e., the value p in 
Tn”: I Y(L) -Yn I = We 
is given by 
1 1 if c#+, P= 2 if c=$. 
Thus, for ci # i, the discrete convergence order p = 1 (= m) equals the global convergence order 
in (2.6). However, if cl = i, then we obtain p = 2m = 2 (the underlying method is a 
Runge-Kutta-Nystrbm method of Gauss type). We shall show that these discrete convergence 
(d) results have precise analogues if u E Sm+J n,) is the collocation approximation to the solution 
y of a VIDE with infinite delay, provided the delay approximation (b+)(t) converges sufficiently 
fast. The result of Theorem 1 also generalizes earlier discrete superconvergence results for 
standard VIDEs [8]: until now, such results have only been obtained for linear VIDEs. 
Theorem 1. Let f, k, and C#I in (1.1) be given functions possessing continuous derivatives of 
sufficiently high order and being such tha,’ the initial-value problem for the rth-order VIDE (2.1) has 
a unique solution y on I. Assume that (D+)(t) 1s an approximation to the delay term (D+)(t) (cf. 
(2.2)) satisfying 
I(D+>(t> - (D+)(t) I G Qh’, t E 1, (2.12) 
for some integer q z 1, and let u E S,,, + d (d) (n,,,) (with d := r - 1) be the collocation approximation 
defined by (2.3) where the delay term (D+)(t) has been replaced by the approximation (b+)(t). 
If the collocation parameters { cj } satisfy the orthogonality conditions 
J,:= 
J 
ls’fi(s-cj)ds=O, k=O ,..., y-l, J,+O, (2.13) 
0 j=l 
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for some y with 0 4 y =G m, then 
max{ 1 y(t) - u(t) 1 : t E Z,} = O(hP), (2.14) 
as h + 0, where p := min( m + y, 4). 
Proof. Writing the collocation equation (2.5) (with (k+)(t) replacing (D+)(t)) in continuous 
form, 
u(‘)(t) =f(t, u(t),..+ cry t)) + (i+)(t) - 6(t) 
+ 
s 
‘k(t, s, u(s) ,..., Z&~-~)(S)) ds, tEI, (2.15) 
0 
where the residual 6(t) vanishes for all collocation points t E X(N), and then subtracting it from 
the VIDE (2.1), we obtain a nonlinear VIDE for the collocation error e(t) := y( t) - u(t). In 
order to put this error equation into a more amenable form we resort to Taylor expansion 
techniques to write (observing that u =y - e), 
f(t, u(t),..., u ‘r-“(t)) =f(t, y(t),..., y”-“(t)) 
- C o;f(t, y(t),..., y(‘-‘)(t))e(‘-l)(t) 
+!I i: i D,Djf(t> ‘l(t)> ., u,(t))e(‘-‘)(t)e(j-l)(t) 
;=1/=1 
(where, for f =f( t, zl,. . . , z,), D, := a/az,), and 
k(t, s, u(s) )...) d-“(s)) 
= k(t, s, y(s), . . *> Y”-“(s)) 
- i D,k(t, s, y(s),..., y(r-l)(s))e(i-‘)(s) 
i=l 
+$ i i D,D,k(t, s, w,(s),..., w,(s))e”-“(s)e’j-“(s> 
i=l ,j=l 
(where, for k = k( t, s, zl,. . . , z,.), Di := ~/Clz,). The functions ui, wi (i = 1,. . . , r) denote suita- 
ble intermediate arguments in the respective remainder terms. 
Define the functions 
p;(t) :=D;f(t, y(t),..., y”-“(t)) 
and 
K,(t, s):=D;k(t, s, y(s) ,..., J+-‘)(S)), i=l ,...,r, 
and the functional 
(@e)(t) := - $ h k (D,D,f(t, q(t),..., u,(t))e”-“(t)e”-l’(t) 
;=1 j=l 
+ p!I),k(t, s, wl(s),..., w,(s))e”~“(s)e”-“(s> ds). 
(2.16) 
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It then follows that the collocation error e(t) is the solution of an initial-value problem for a 
nonlinearly perturbed linear VIDE, namely, 
i=l 
+Jb,Ki(r, s)e (i-1)(s) ds + (@e)(t), TV I, (2.17) 
I 
with 
e@)(O)=O, k=O ,..., v-l. 
Setting zk( t) := eCk-‘)( t), k = 1,. . . , r, and (E+)(t) := (D$)( t) - (k+)(t), we can write (2.17) as 
a system of first-order VIDEs for z(t) := ( zl( t), . . . , ~,(t))~, 
z’(t) =A(t)z(f) + B(1) + /bH’ t, s)z(s) ds + (Pz)(t), t E I, z(0) = 0. (2.18) 
Here, B( t ) := (0, . . . , 0, &t)+(&)(t))T, (Pz)(t):=(O,...,O, (@e>(t>>T, 
0 1 0 . . . 0 
0 1 
: ’ /I(t):= . * 
0 0 .* ; 
and 
Assume that R( t, s) denotes the differential resolvent defined by the solution of the resolvent 
equation 
aR(t, s) = 
as 
-R(t, s)A(s)-fR(t, u)H(u, s)du, O,<s<t,<T, 
s 
with R(t, t) = I, (the identity matrix of order r) for 1 E 1. It follows from a classical result of 
Grossman and Miller [22] that if z(t) solves (2.18) on 1, then it must also satisfy the equation 
z(t) = R(t, O)z(O) + i’R(t, s)B(s) ds + l’R(t, s)(h)(s) ds, t E I, (2.19) 
where both B(s) and (Pz)( s) have zeros as their first r - 1 components, while the last 
components are, respectively, S(s) + (E+)(s) and (@e)(s). Denote the elements of the resolvent 
matrix R( t, s) by Ri,j( t, s) (i, j = 1,. . . , r). By (2.19) and the definition of z(t) we find (using 
the initial condition z(0) = 0), 
zi(t) = e(t) = /,k,,( t, s){ S(s) + (E+)(s) + (@e)(s)> ds, r E 1. (2.20) 
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Let now t = t, E Z,, and consider first the term 
n-l 
j-“‘R&,: +3(s) ds = h c fR,,& t, + uh)c?(t, + uh) du. 
0 jr0 0 
We may write 
1 
*R&,, ti + uh)6(tj + uh) du = f w$&-~, t;J%,) + Kl.0 
0 I=1 
where we have employed the interpolatory m-point quadrature formula using the collocation 
points ti,/ = ti + c,h as abscissas, with quadrature error E,,,. Since S( ti,!) = 0 (cf. (2.15)), we have 
n-1 
J 
f’kI;,(t,, s)S(s) ds=h c E,,;, n=l,..., N. 
0 r=O 
The orthogonality conditions (2.13) imply that these quadrature formulas possess degree of 
precision m + y - 1. Since the resolvent R( t, s) inherits the assumed smoothness of the partial 
derivatives pi(t) and K,( t, s) (recall (2.17)), and since the residual 6 is piecewise smooth (and 
uniformly bounded on I, as h + 0, due to the global convergence result (2.6)), we have 
)E,,;I ~Cih~+~, O<i-cn<N. 
Thus, 
III.‘R,,r(t,, +3(s) ds/ < Nh CJhm+y = TCdh”” =: Cohm+y. 
0 
By assumption (2.12), the second term on the right-hand side of (2.20) is bounded by 
I/ k,r(t, 0 
Finally, it follows 
that 
IJ k,,(t, 0 
s)( E+)(s) ds/ < I( E+ II ,C; < C; Qhq =: C,hq, t E I. 
from the definition (2.16) of (@e)(t) and the global convergence result (2.6) 
s)( @e)(s) ds < C; i h 11 e(‘-‘) I( o. )I e(j-l) I( o. G C2hZm, t E I. 
i=l j=l 
All this leads to the uniform bound 
le(t,)I ~Cohm+y+Clhq+C2h2m=O(hP), t,EZN, as h-,0, 
with p := min(m + y, 4). We have thus verified (2.14). Cl 
We note that the representation (2.18) can be used to derive analogous bounds for eck)(t,), 
k= l,..., r; we leave the details to the reader (see also [8] for related results). 
Remark 2. We have already mentioned in connection with an example that a computationally 
feasible form of the collocation equation (2.3) will in general involve the approximation of the 
various integral terms by appropriate numerical quadrature. If one employs interpolatory 
m-point quadrature formulas whose abscissas are based on the given collocation parameters 
{ ci}, then (as seen in the proof of Theorem 1) the order of the resulting quadrature errors 
matches the discrete convergence order which one would obtain if (s+)(t) = (Dc$)( t) (i.e., 
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p = m + y). Hence, the proposition of Theorem 1 remains valid for the discrete version of the 
collocation method (2.3) (2.5a) (which may be viewed as an m-stage, implicit 
Runge-Kutta-Nystriim method for the VIDE (1.1) with infinite delay). 
Remark 3. The optimal value of y in (2.13) is y = m; it is attained if, and only if, the { c,} are the 
Gauss (-Legendre) points, i.e., the zeros of the shifted Legendre polynomial P,(2s - 1). 
There are two sets {c,} for which we have y = m - 1: the Radau (I) points (zeros of 
P,(2s - 1) + P,_,(2s - l)), and the Radau (II) points (zeros of P,(2s - 1) - P,_,(2s - 1)). 
Although the numerical stability of collocation and Runge-Kutta-Nystrijm methods for VIDEs 
has not yet been studied, numerical evidence shows (perhaps not surprisingly) that the Radau 
(II) points are to be preferred. If the approximation u is to be in C2(I), then we must have c, = 0 
and c, = 1. Under this constraint, the best possible value of y in (2.13) is y = m - 2, m a 2; the 
{ ci} are the Lobatto points (zeros of S(S - l)P,,‘_,(2s - 1)). 
Remark 4. In the case of standard VIDEs (1.3) the value of p in (2.14) is p = m + y d 2m. For 
VIDEs with infinite delay we obtain the same discrete convergence order provided (D+)(t) can 
either be found analytically (( D$)( t) = (D+)(t), which is possible in many VIDEs arising in 
applications) or be approximated sufficiently accurately, such that q in (2.12) satisfies q >, m + y. 
The construction of high-order quadrature formulas for 
I(g) := /’ g(s) ds 
-CC 
is, in general, not easy since the convergence depends heavily on the asymptotic behaviour of the 
integrand at - 00 (see [17, pp.199-2351 for a detailed discussion of the problem and numerous 
ways of tackling it). Here, we mention two possible approaches. 
(1) In applications the given function G(t), - 00 < t 6 0, is often such that, on some interval 
(-co, - ro], with 70 > 0, we have G(t) = constant, while on [-TV, 01, C#B( t) is a more complicated 
function. It is then usually possible, in 
I(g) = J”;(S) ds + JI) g(s) ds 
--M - 70 
(where g(s) represents k( t, s, G(s)) for some given t), to find the first integral analytically. The 
second integral is over a compact interval and can be approximated to the desired accuracy by 
appropriate quadrature formulas (e.g., those used in the discretization of the collocation 
equation). 
(2) If g(s) is in C2k+‘( - co, 0] and is such that its odd-order derivatives satisfy 
g (21--1)(o) = 0, I= l,..., k, (2.21a) 
and 
g (21-1)(-co) =O, I=1 ,..., k, 
then the trapezoidal rule yields very good approximations: 
(2.21b) 
1 1 I(g) - h ig(o) + g g( ih) i=-_oo :I < M2i;2r,‘il” hZk+‘. 7-l 
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Here, I(g) is of course assumed to exist, 
’ M:= 
J 
( g(2k+1+) 1 ds < a, 
--x 
and l(z) := Cy= rj-’ is the Riemann zeta function (cf. [17, pp.208-2101). 
The conditions (2.21b) are frequently satisfied in practically important VIDEs, while (2.21a) 
will rarely hold. Since the proof of the above result is based on the Euler-Maclaurin summation 
formula it reveals that the error estimate will still be valid if the trapezoidal rule is modified by 
adding appropriate “end corrections” for t = 0 (involving the terms B,, g(2’-‘)(0)h2’-‘/(21)!, 
where the B,, are the Bernoulli numbers). 
We note that an analogous error bound can be obtained for the delay approximation (d+)(t) 
given by (2.10) with c1 = : (midpoint rule). 
We conclude this section with two examples of VIDEs of the form (1.1) arising in applications. 
Example 5. The theory of linear viscoelasticity of materials with gradually fading memories 
furnishes an example of a VIDE where the “hereditary dependence” is on the infinite interval 
( - cc, t]: if v(t) denotes the strain at time t and g(t) represents an external force, then v(t) is a 
solution of 
y”(t) = -a(O)y(t) + g(t) - /I,a’(t - s)y(s) ds, t>, 0, 
(compare [33, pp.314-3171 for a detailed analysis of this VIDE). The convolution term a(t) is 
the so-called relaxation function, a(O) is called the instantaneous modulus, and a(m) is the 
equilibrium modulus. Typically, 
a(t) = kmk(s) exp[$) ds + a(cc), 
with k(s) > 0 being measurable and having bounded support, 0 < J,“k(s) ds < 00, and 0 <: 
j;s-’ k(s) ds < co. 
Systems of second-order VIDEs of a related form, 
&,,,y;‘(t)= &,,,y,(t)+ 6 It ui,,(t-,+,(s)ds, i=l,..., Y, 
j=l j=l j=, --w 
seem to have been first introduced and analyzed by Volterra (see [39]). 
Example 6. (Nohel [32], Hrusa and Nohel [23]). The modern theory of nonlinear viscoelasticity is 
an important source of partial VIDEs with infinite delay. Consider the longitudinal motion of a 
homogeneous one-dimensional body that occupies the interval [0, l] in a reference configuration 
(assumed to correspond to the natural state), and let u = u( X, t) be the displacement at time t of 
the particle with reference position x (i.e., its position at time t is given by x + U(X, t)). The 
corresponding equation of motion is 
q(x, t> = +,(x, d), + gb, t> + /-$dt - s)G(u,(x, s>)x ds, 
XE [o, 11, t>o, 
(2.22) 
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where F and G are given smooth functions originating from the underlying constitutive 
equations; they satisfy F(0) = G(0) = 0, F’(0) > 0, G’(0) > 0. The solution u is to satisfy the 
boundary conditions. 
U(0, t) = U(l, t) = 0, 
and we have u(x, t) = +(x, t) for x E [0, l] and - cc < t -C 0. 
Consider the following simple semidiscretization of (2.22): let x, := mh, m = 0,. . . , M + 1, 
h = (M+ 1)-l. For (x, t) = (xm, t), with 1 < m < M, t > 0, (2.22) is replaced by 
u,“(t) =A-‘{ F(h-‘I%+&) - u,(t)]> - F(h-r[U,(t) - K-,(t)])} + g(x,, t) 
+h-’ ’ 
J 4t - 4{ WW+,(4 - um(41) --oo 
- G( h-l[Umb) - Urn-,b,])} ds, 
where U,(t) denotes an approximation to the exact solution u( x, t) at (x,, t). For - 00 < s < 0 
we have U,(s) =$(x,, s); moreover, Q(t) = U,,, (t) = 0. Thus, this discretization of (2.22) 
leads to a system of nonlinear, second-order VIDEs with infinite delay for U(t) := 
(U1(t),..., U,( t))Tof the form 
U”(t)=@(U(t))+y(t)+/’ a(t-s)\k(U(s))ds, tz0. 
-CC 
3. Nonstandard VIDEs with infinite delay 
We now turn our attention to a slightly more general form of the VIDE (1.2) 
y”‘(t) =f(t, y(t)) + jt k(t> s> y(t), Y(S)) ds, t 2 0, 
-CO 
(3.1) 
with y(t) = +(t), - 00 < t d 0 (for given $ E CT-‘( - co, 01). In applications we usually have 
Y E (1, 2). Th’ IS problem can again be formulated as an initial-value problem, 
y”‘(t) =f(t> y(t)) + @y)(t) + ltk(t> s> y(t), Y(S)) ds, t 3 0, 
jP’(O) = $Jk’(0), k = 0,. . .) Y - 1, (3.2) 
with 
(9)(t) := Jo k(t, s, y(t), $(s)) ds. (3.3) 
--oo 
In contrast to (2.1) the delay term (3.3) now depends not only on the given function + but also 
on the unknown solution y (for ease of notation we omit the dependence of D on +). 
The approximate solution u to the solution y of (3.2) will be sought once more in the 
polynomial spline space SiT,(II,), with d := r - 1 >, 0. In analogy to (2.3) the underlying 
collocation equation has the form 
I =f(t, u(t)) + (h)(t) +Jo’k(t, s, u(t), u(s)) ds, t E X(N), 
u’k’(0)=qJkyO), k=O )...) r-l, (3.4a) 
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with 
@u)(t) := $’ k(t, s, u(t), G(s)) ds. 
-CC 
Let t = t,,j = t, + c/h E X, (given by (2.4)) be a collocation point 
(3.4a) becomes 
Ur)(tn,j) =f(tn,j3 ‘nCtr2,,)) + (DU>(tn,j) 
+h/“k(t,,,, 
0 
 + uh, u,(t,,j)> Un(tx + uh)) d
j=l 3 * f * > m; 
here, the lag term, 
n-1 
F,(t; u):=hiFo$t, t;+uh, u,(t), u&;+uh)) du, 
11 
(3.4b) 
n ]t,, in+1 1. For this point 
(3Sa) 
(3.5b) 
depends also on the (unknown) values of the collocation solution u in [t,, t,,,] and not only on 
the already computed restrictions ui of u to the previous subintervals [ ti, trfl], i = 0,. . . , n - 1. 
As an illustration let r = 1 and m = 1. The collocation solution u E S1(‘)( II,) is thus defined 
by the collocation equation 
n-1 
+h,co JOlk(tn,~, , + uh, un,l, Ui(ti f uh)) du, (3.6) 
where we have set Y,,, := uA( t,,l) and U,,, := u,(t,,l) =y,, + clhYn,,, with y, := u( t,). If the 
integrals in (3.6) are approximated in the same manner as in (2.7), then, for cl = 1 (i.e., 
t Il.1 = tn+l), the counterpart of (2.8) is 
h-‘(y,+r -Xl> =f(tn+r, Y,+J + (W(t,+r) 
+h C k(t,+l, ti> _~n+l> Yi)> n=O> ... . 
i=l 
The natural approximation to the delay term (Du)( t,, 1) is given by 
(3.7a) 
@u)(t,+,) = h 5 k(tn+l, ih, Y,,+~, @(ihI). (3.7b) 
i=-_m 
The discretization (3.7a) of (3.2) (r = l), with delay term approximation (3.7b), corresponds to 
the implicit (i.e., backward) Euler method. This particular discretization is analyzed, for a specific 
nonstandard VIDE encountered in polymer rheology (compare also Example 8 below), in [29,30]. 
The nonlinear techniques of Section 2 can be used also to derive discrete convergence results 
for the collocation solution u E S$T,(II,) at the mesh points 2,. Thus, it is readily verified 
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that, in analogy to (2.17), the collocation error e(t) := y( t) - u(t) solves the initial-value problem 
e(‘)(t) =p(t)e(t) +8(t) +i’K(t, s)e(s) ds+ (@e)(t), t~1, 
(3.8) 
eCk)(0)=O, k=O ,..., r-l, 
(assuming that (Du)( t) is calculated analytically). Here, writing f = f( t, y) and k = k( t, S, y, z), 
we have set 
p(t) :=&(t, y(t)) + Jr k,(t, s, y(t), y(s)) ds, with y(s) =+(s) if sd 0, 
and 
where dots indicate appropriate intermediate arguments in the Taylor remainder terms. We 
observe that as for standard VIDEs (cf. (2.16)) the nonlinear perturbation term (@e)(t) is a 
homogeneous quadratic functional of e. 
The 
(e(t), . 
and 
VIDE (3.8) can be written as a system of r first-order VIDEs for z(t) := 
. 3 e(‘-l)(t))T: this system has the form (2.18) where now we have 
B(t) := (0 )...) 0, s(t))‘, 
0 1 0 
1 *** 1:: A(t):= : 
i 
0 . . . ,.. 
p(t) 0 . . . 
(Pz)(t) := (0 ,..., 0, (@e)(t))‘, 
. . . 
0 
i 
3 
0 
H(t, s) := 
4 
. . . . . . 0 
. . . . . . 0 * 
0 . . . :I 0 
Hence, z(t) must be a solution of the equation (2.19), and this reveals that since Il@e 11 m = 
0( II e 112) (cf. (3.9)) the collocation error e(t) = zl( t) satisfies 
max{ I e(t) I : t E ZN} = O(IZ~+~) + 0( II e II:), (3.10) 
where the value of y (given by the orthogonality conditions (2.13)) cannot exceed m. It can be 
shown that, under the usual smoothness and boundedness conditions for f, k and $I in (3.1), the 
global behaviour of the collocation error is given by 1) e II m = O(hm), in analogy to (2.6). Using 
this result in (3.10) we have verified that at the mesh points Z, the collocation error converges 
like 0(/z,+“). 
If, however, the delay term (3.4b) cannot be evaluated analytically but has to be approximated 
by numerical quadrature, then we may not be able to attain the above discrete convergence 
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order. Instead of dealing with the general case (which could be done in a manner similar to the 
one in Section 2) we consider a particular type of kernel k(t, s, y, z) encountered usually in 
practical problems. This kernel has the form 
k(t, s, _Y, z> =a(t-s> E Ai(Y)Bi(z)> 
i=l 
where the A;‘s and B,‘s are “simple” functions (polynomials, rational functions, etc.). Thus, the 
delay term (3.4b) becomes 
(W(t) = : A;(u(t))/’ a(t - s>Bj(&)) ds, 
i=l -CC 
and we are faced with the problem of evaluating the integrals 
(D,+)(r):=/’ ~(t-.s)Bj(&s)) ds, i=l,...,M. 
--a, 
It is then easy to show that if we can find quadrature approximations ( fi,,+)( t) such that 
](oi+)(t)-(b,+)(t)] <Qh’y ~EI, i=l,..*>M, 
(for example, by employing the trapezoidal rule with suitable end corrections; cf. Section 2) then 
the discrete convergence result (2.14) of Theorem 1 holds also for nonstandard VIDEs (3.1). 
Nonstandard VIDEs of the type (3.1) are encountered in many applications; two typical 
examples are given below. 
Example 7. A well-known model describing the development of two interacting species due 
originally to Volterra [38,41] is given by 
with Ni( t) = &(t), i = 1, 2, given on (- cc, 01. Here, Ni( t) denotes the number of species (at 
time t) with unlimited food supply, and N2( t) is the number of the species that depends on the 
first species for its development. The numbers a,, bi are (positive) growth constants, and the 
nonnegative functions f. represent “heredity coefficients”. 
If the hereditary dependence is only of finite duration, i.e., if we have fi( t - s) = 0, i = 1, 2, 
whenever t - s > T > 0, then the limits of integration in the above integrals will become t - T and 
t: we have a system of VIDEs with (constant) finite delay r (compare also Section 4). The 
qualitative properties of solutions of this modified system are discussed, e.g., in [33, pp.312-3141. 
Example 8. A mathematical model describing the stretching and subsequent elastic recovery of a 
homogeneous filament of a polymeric liquid is given by 
f py’(t)= - J -co (3.11a) 
with 
y(t)=+(t) for -cc <t<O. 
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Table 1 
t N 
(h = 2/N) 
u(t) for 
/I. =l.O /.l = 0.5 /t = 0.1 
0.125 16 2.00072 1.88381 1.75981 
32 2.00078 1.88384 1.71684 
64 2.00078 1.88384 1.71554 
128 2.00078 1.88384 1.71549 
0.5 16 1.84082 1.73986 1.65600 
32 1.84086 1.73996 1.65656 
64 1.84086 1.73997 1.65668 
128 1.84086 1.73997 1.65670 
1.0 16 1.80386 1.71432 1.63724 
32 1.80389 1.71445 1.63787 
64 1.80390 1.71446 1.63800 
128 1.80390 1.71446 1.63802 
2.0 16 1.79618 1.71044 1.63518 
32 1.79622 1.71057 1.63582 
64 1.79622 1.71058 1.63595 
128 1.79622 1.71058 1.63597 
The values describing the final recovery of the filament (i.e., lim, _ m y( t; p)) are, respectively, 1.7960 (IJ = 1.0) 1.7105 
(I” = 0.5) and 1.6358 (p = 0.1) 
Here, v(t) denotes the ratio of extended length to original length, and p is a positive parameter 
related to the viscosity of the material, with 0 < p -=c 1. The “memory kernel” a(z) is typically of 
the form 
M 
a(z) = C Y, exp(-Q), ~~‘0, A;>(), 
I=1 
(3.11b) 
while a simple example of the function @ is 
$0) = 
i 
1, if -cc <t< -rO forsome TO>O, 
exp(b(t+r,)), if -~~xt<O, b>O. 
(3.11c) 
Details regarding the derivation and analytical properties of the above VIDE may be found in 
[27]; compare also [29] for a related model. 
We use Example 8 to illustrate briefly the performance of the (discrete) collocation method 
(3.5) (Y = 1). The approximating spline space was chosen to be S~“)(n,) (m = 2) and the 
integrals in (3.5) were approximated by interpolatory two-point quadrature formulas based on 
the collocation parameters ci = i(3 - 6) and c2 = i(3 + 6) (Gauss points), in complete 
analogy to (2.8). The numerical results contained in Table 1 correspond to memory kernel 
(3.11b) with M= 2, yi = 1, yz = 5, A, = 2, A, = 5; the initial function +(t) in (3.11~) is given by 
the parameter values b = 0.8 and 7. = 1. The delay term (Du)( t) in (3.5a) was evaluated 
analytically. 
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singularly 
[30] for an 
The VIDE (3.11a) was considered for moderately small values of p only; the 
perturbed case, where p is very close to zero, will be studied elsewhere (see, however, 
analysis of the implicit Euler discretization (3.7a,b). 
It follows from the results in [27] that the solution y = y(t; p) of (3.lla,b,c) has thl 
properties: 
(i) dy(t; p)/dt < 0 on [0, co); 
e following 
(ii) 1 < y(t; p) < (p(O) for 0 < t < co; 
(iii) if pi > pL2, then y(t; pL1) > y(t; p2) for 0 < t -K co. 
As can be seen from Table 1 the collocation solutions simulate these properties well, at least 
for sufficiently small values of h (for p = 0.1 and h = 0.125, u exhibited oscillations in the 
interval (0, 0.3), i.e., for the first two steps; note that for p = 0, (3.11a) reduces to a Volterra 
integral equation of the first kind for which collocation at the Gauss points leads to weak 
instability). For small p > 0 the solution decreases rapidly (from the value ~(0) = 2,226) as t 
increases near t = 0; the “boundary layer” time interval is of the order p (log(p) 1 [27]. 
4. VIDEs with other types of delays 
As indicated at the end of Example 7, VIDEs with (constant) finite delays occur in population 
dynamics. Related VIDEs arise in hereditary control problems (see, e.g., [2-4,241); typically, we 
have 
y’(t)= &,v(t-~J+g(t)+f a(t-s)y(s)ds, t 2 0, M&l, 
i=o t-7 
with constant delays satisfying 0 = 7. < r1 -C . . . < 7M G 7. 
It is well known that the solutions of such functional differential equations have discontinui- 
ties in their derivatives (which are gradually smoothed out as t increases); compare, e.g., 
[6,21,31]. As a special case of (1.5) consider the linear VIDE 
y’(t)=/’ Xy(~)ds, t>O, y(t)=+(t)on(-m,O]. 
t-r 
Obviously, this equation is equivalent to the delay differential equation 
y”(t) = Xy(t) - Xy(t - T), t >, 0. 
Here, the points where solutions exhibit jump discontinuities in their derivatives are known: they 
are t = k7, k = 0, 1,. . . . 
If the location of the jump discontinuities is not known a priori, then the numerical treatment 
of delay VIDEs is more difficult. As an example, consider the VIDE 
y’(t) =f(t, y(t), y(t - T(t))) + h;tjk(t, s> y(s)) ds, t 2 0, (4.1) 
with the continuous functions T(t) and p(t) satisfying 0 < T(t) < 7. ( 7. > O), PO < P(t) < t 
(where PO may be - cc). A special case of (4.1) (with bounded delay /3(t)) was treated in [251; 
compare also the automatic code discussed in [31], as well as the comprehensive survey (and list 
of references) in [5]. 
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As far as spline collocation methods are concerned, it looks as if the ideas of [36] (where spline 
collocation techniques are applied to delay differential equations of the form y’(t) = 
f(t, Y(l), _Y(g(t))), with g(t) G t) were potentially of value for constructing collocation solutions 
with good discrete superconvergence properties. (The use of block-by-block methods, which 
correspond to certain discrete collocation methods, for very general Volterra delay IDES was 
studied in [28]; it was assumed, however, that the analytical solutions are arbitrarily smooth.) 
If in (4.1) there are values of t > 0 for which p(t) = - 00, then (4.1) may be viewed as a 
generalization of the VIDE (1.1) ( r = 1): instead of a (constant) infinite delay we are now faced 
with a general unbounded delay. As far as we are aware, numerical methods for such VIDEs 
have not yet been investigated. 
5. Concluding remarks 
To end this paper we touch upon a number of questions whose answers will be crucial when 
studying discretizations of VIDEs with infinite delay. 
(i) Spline collocation methods and their Runge-Kutta-type discretizations have very favoura- 
ble discrete convergence properties and are relatively easy to implement. If, however, the number 
N of subintervals of [0, T] is large, these methods will become very expensive since on each 
subinterval we have to solve a system of m nonlinear algebraic equations (assuming that the 
collocation solution u is in Sd(IIN)), where for each collocation point (and in each new 
iteration in, e.g., Newton’s method) we have to recompute the lag term and the delay term 
(compare (3Sa)). Th us, there arises the question of “cheaper” methods, like linear multistep 
methods or explicit and diagonally implicit Runge-Kutta methods. 
Consider, as an example, the VIDE 
y”‘(t) =f(t, y(t)) + 1’ k(t, s, y(t), Y(S)) ds, t a 0, 
--ix) 
with 
u(t) = G(t) on(- 00, 01. 
Setting 
z(t) := Jf k( t, s, y(t)> Y(S)) ds, 
--oo 
a linear m-step method for this VIDE has the form 
with 
n >, 0, 
‘n+j’=h C Wn+j,ik(t,+j, t,, yn+j, y;), ti:=ih, 
i= -_oo 
denoting an approximation to Z( t .+,) and y, = +( ti) for i < 0. The coefficients { aj} and { /5’,} 
are given by those of a linear m-step method for an ODE of order r 2 1. But how should one 
choose the weights { w,,+~,~} so as to obtain an order of convergence corresponding to that of the 
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method ({ CX~}, {p,})? A similar question has to be answered if one wants to employ explicit 
Runge-Kutta methods. 
(ii) In many applications the given VIDE has to be solved on a large time interval [0, T], and 
it would be preferable to use large stepsizes h. Thus, the choice of a method will depend on its 
stability properties. However, at this time little is known about the stability of numerical methods 
for VIDEs with delays. A related question concerns the choice of method when solving VIDEs 
whose solutions are periodic (see, e.g., [12] for the underlying theory). 
(iii) Example 6 introduced a partial VIDE with infinite delay, to be solved on [0, l] X [0, T]. 
Partial VIDEs occur in many applications; an extensive list of such equations (without delay) 
may be found in [19]. While semidiscretization (“method of lines”) or, more generally, continu- 
ous time collocation, are often feasible techniques for treating partial VIDEs numerically, there 
will be situations where other approaches are to be preferred (e.g., is it possible to solve an 
initial-boundary-value problem for a parabolic partial VIDE efficiently and stable by combining 
AD1 techniques for PDEs with suitable discretizations of the integral operator, especially the 
delay term?). Until now little work has been done in this area. 
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